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SUMMARY

Selection for increased index of ovulation rate (OR) and embryonic survival (ES) at 50 d of gestation (Index line) and random selection (Control line) were practiced for 10 generations. Selection was based on dam's index (I) and selection rates were approximately 40/160 for females and 15/160 for males. Laparotomy at d 50 of gestation was used to expose ovaries and the uterus and index was calculated from counts of corpora lutea and fetuses (F). The index was constructed to maximize response in F. Because the optimum economic weight for OR was the ES mean and the weight for ES was the OR mean, the index was changed after five generations to reflect changes in means from generation 0 to 5. This new index was used to select parents of generations 6 to 10. The mean parents cumulative selection differential was 96.5 points at generation 5 for the first index and an additional 130.6 points from generations 6 to 10 for the second index, for a total of 227.1 points. Regressions on mean parents' cumulative selection differential for generations 0 to 5 were .23 ± .04 (I), .024 ± .004 (OR), and .012 ± .003 (F). For generations 6 to 10 these regressions were .256 ± .027 (I), .033 ± .003 (OR), and .013 ± .001 (F). ES decreased an average of -.035% per cumulative selection differential during 10 generations. Number of fully formed pigs at birth increased .108 ± .049 pigs per generation in the select line compared to the control, but the increase in number born alive was not significant.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing litter size in swine will improve efficiency of swine production (Tess et al., 1983). Selection for litter size was not successful in some experiments (Rutledge, 1980; Ollivier, 1982), but was successful when practiced in a line previously selected for ovulation rate (Lamberson et al., 1991). Selection for ovulation rate was effective (Zimmerman and Cunningham, 1975; Cunningham et al., 1979), but the response in litter size was only 20% of the increase in ovulation rate (Lamberson et al., 1991). Selection in mice for survival rate of embryos, a ratio of the number of corpora lutea and the number of normal fetuses at 16 d of gestation, caused litter size to increase (Bradford, 1969). In this experiment selection on an index of ovulation rate and embryonic survival at 50 d of gestation was practiced in pigs. This paper describes the results after ten generations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Purebred Landrace and Large White pigs were obtained in 1976 and maintained as pure lines until 1978, when they were crossed. The F1 and F2 generations were randomly mated and pigs in the F3 generation were randomly chosen within litter to be in either the Index (I) or the Control (C) line.

Selection was initiated in 1981 in the I line for an index of ovulation rate (OR) and embryofetal survival (ES) at 50 d of gestation. ES was calculated from OR and number of fetuses (F) as ES=F/OR. The index used for the first five generations was (II) = 10.6 x OR + 72.6 x ES (Johnson et al., 1984). After 5 generations the genetic parameters for the components were estimated and a new index ((II) = 9.9 x OR + 149 x ES; Neal 1987) was derived and used for selection in generations 6 through 10. Indexes were derived to
maximize response in F.

Each generation all I line female progeny, approximately 150, were mated to 20 sons of the 15 highest indexing dams. Matings were random, but full and half-sib matings were avoided. Laparotomy was performed at 50 d of gestation on these females, an average of 147 per generation. Pregnant gilts were anesthetized and a midventral incision was made to expose the ovaries and uterus. The number of corpora lutea and number of fetuses were counted. The females were ranked on the index and on average 46 of the highest indexing females each generation were retained to farrow. The remaining females were culled before parturition. At birth the number of fully formed piglets (FF) and number of live piglets (NBA) were recorded.

Each generation approximately 55 C line gilts, at least one per litter, were mated to 15 males, one chosen randomly from each half-sib family. Matings occurred randomly, but full and half-sib matings were avoided. Laparotomy was performed on approximately half of these females, except in generations 5 and 10 when laparotomy was performed on all C line females. An average of 41 C line gilts farrowed per generation.

Selection differentials for each female were calculated by deviating its index from the line-generation mean. Cumulative selection differentials (CSD) for gilts were calculated as the average CSD of the gilt's parents plus the gilt's selection differential. CSD for boars was obtained by averaging the CSD of the boar's parents.

Individual gilt records for OR, ES, F and I were regressed on the average of parents' CSD for I with generation in the model according to the method described by Richardson et al. (1968). Unique regressions were fitted for generations 0-5 and generations 6-10.

Response to selection for each trait was calculated as the regression of the deviation of each I line female from the respective generation mean of the C line on generation number.

RESULTS

The average of the parents' CSD was 96.5 points at generation 5 and 227.1 points at generation 10 in the I line. The value for generation 10 includes selection for II and I2. Therefore, the total selection applied for I2 was 130.6 points. The CSD for the C line was 19 points at generation 10.

The regression coefficients of I, OR, F and ES on parents' average CSD were .227 ± .036 points, .024 ± .004 ova, .012 ± .003 fetuses, and -.03 ± .02%, respectively, for generations 0 to 5. The regressions for generations 6 to 10 were .256 ± .027 points, .033 ± .003 ova, .013 ± .001 fetuses and -.04 ± .01%.

Regressions of I line gilt records deviated from the C line mean on generation number over all generations were .78 ± .04 ova, .32 ± .02 fetuses, -.9 ± .1% embryonic survival, .11 ± .05 fully formed pigs at birth and .002 ± .049 live pigs born.

DISCUSSION

Responses in ovulation rate and number of fetuses are illustrated in Figure 1. The divergence between lines was quite consistent over generations. At generation 10, the difference between the I and C lines was 6.7 ova and 3.3 fetuses. Embryonic survival declined in the I line and was 4.5% less than in the C line at generation 10. The difference in Index was 59.3 points.
The difference between lines was 2.4 fully formed pigs at birth in generation 5 and 3.1 pigs at generation 10. However, the lines differed by .7 pigs at generation 0. The initial difference, and a portion of the difference in each subsequent generation, is probably because only gilts with large index values, the selected sample, farrowed in the I line. The phenotypic regression of number of fully formed pigs on gilts' selection differential was .026 ± .005 for generations 0 to 5. The average selection differential was 29 points per generation. Therefore, the expected difference between lines due to high index values of the selected sample was 29 x .026, or .75 pigs, very similar to the difference in generation 0. Subtracting this value from the difference between lines in generation 10 gives an estimated genetic difference of 2.35 pigs between the I and C lines.

The line difference in live pigs at birth was 1.6 in generation 10. However, the divergence was not uniform. The difference occurred very early and did not continue to increase; therefore, the average change per generation was not significant. There was greater loss of fetuses after 50 d of gestation in the I line and more stillborn pigs at birth. Whether these losses are correlated responses to selection, associated with the trauma of laparotomy, a characteristic of gilts with large litters at 50 d of gestation, or interactions among these factors is not known. Evaluations of random samples of the lines without surgical intervention are needed to determine the causes.

The realized heritability for the index used in generations 0-5 was .23, lower than the value of .30 reported by Neal et al., 1989 using the same data. The difference in the regression methods explains the discrepancy. Neal et al., 1989 regressed line means on mean cumulative selection differential, which had been weighted by the number of daughters measured in the next generation. We calculated the cumulative selection differential for each individual and regressed the individual's phenotype on the average of their parents' cumulative selection differential. Expected values of regressions by the methods are equal, but the method we used accurately accounts for selection in the ancestry of each individual, considers different numbers of observations per generation, and utilizes within line variation and therefore should be more precise.
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Figure 1. Number of corpora lutea (OR) and number of fetuses at 50 d gestation

Figure 2. Number of fully formed pigs (FF) and number of pigs born alive (NBA)